
o one serving today in the armies of
Canada or the United States is any longer
just a soldier. Increasingly, he or she is a
‘warrior’, a term overloaded with philo-
sophical and behavioural connotations.

However, the warrior model so extolled by our modern
armed forces bears almost no relation to any real war-
rior of any society at any time. In his present form, he
is largely an artificial construct, a romanticized fic-
tion that echoes the ‘noble savage’ icon of the Age of
Enlightenment.  

One proponent of this imagined warrior is Richard
Heckler, a California-based author who voices a com-
mon perception: that the warrior is only incidentally
concerned with war. He cites historical examples:
Odysseus, “who outwitted his opponents rather than
slaying them”, the samurai of medieval Japan, who
“administered a peaceful government while still main-
taining a personal discipline and integrity”, and
American Indians, “whose ritual wars were exercises in
bravery rather than death”.1 The focus of these war-
riors, he maintains, was “living in harmony with nature,
and serving their fellow man”.2 The notion of service is

a central theme of this interpretation, the warrior being
“the defender of society’s values”,3 whose own values
were “courage, loyalty, selflessness, service and
guardianship”.4

The evidence, however, suggests that nowhere was
the warrior any more or less spiritual than the non-war-
rior members of his community. He served primarily
himself and his caste, and he defended society’s values
largely because they were his values to begin with. As
for his sense of honour, that could be remarkably elas-
tic. Moreover, the warrior’s wisdom was seldom a match
for the warrior’s pride, which, as in the case of the
samurai, often caused him to act in a manner “utterly
contrary to reason and good sense.”5

THE TRADITIONAL WARRIOR

T raditional (i.e., primitive) warriors were very much
concerned with war because the societies in which

they lived were constantly at war. Historian Robert
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O’Connell says that, while the members of early soci-
eties may have been intrinsically no more violent than
people today, “their acceptance, even celebration, of
force as a final arbiter of human affairs is striking.

Until law took hold of men’s minds, might literally
meant right [and] in inter-societal terms, this spelled
endless war.”6

In primitive society, war was not only considered
a man’s proper business, rather it was the most impor-
tant factor in his life. Moreover, war was the occupa-
tion of every adult male, for which he trained from
earliest youth. This training typically began at puber-
ty, when initiation ceremonies marked the end of
childhood and the warrior ’s separation from the
women and children. In many societies, initiation also
required a demonstration of prowess in war, often
meaning the killing of an enemy. As Barbara
Ehrenreich writes:

Whatever ceremonies take place in moments of
peace, the warrior’s true rite of initiation can
only be battle itself.… Through his first kill, a
young man ‘earns his spurs’, ‘bloods his spear’,
and even, as was said by Americans in Viet
Nam, ‘loses his virginity’, thus marking his
rebirth into the world of grown-up men.7

There was a very strong element of individualism
among traditional warriors, the honours achieved in
war being individual honours, won through personal
valour rather than through group success. Therefore,

trophies — meaning scalps or skulls — were espe-
cially important. Fighting as individuals at very
close quarters, traditional warriors knew precisely
who had triumphed, and how, when, where, and
over whom. Victory was predominantly a personal
matter, and the trophy was a testimony of individ-
ual success.

Primitive fighting was unregulated and unmit-
igated, and often amounted to no more than butch-
ery. Women and children were commonly slaugh-
tered, and male prisoners taken only to be tortured
and killed. Poisoned weapons were used, treachery
was general, and no quarter was given.8 Most
often, the object was to ambush and surprise, kill
a few people, then retreat.  One anthropologist
commented: “For sudden attacks on sleeping vil-
lages, unprotected travellers, or rowing fishermen
and women, courage was not the first require-
ment.”9 Historian John Keegan describes tradi-
tional warrior behaviour: 

They took care to fight only on terms that
avoided direct or sustained conflict with the
enemy, admitted disengagement and retreat
as permissible and reasonable responses to
determined resistance, made no fetish of
hopeless courage, and took careful material
measure of the utility of violence.10

The motives for fighting were pragmatic. In
North American cultures, for example, social strat-
ification was chiefly military, and success on the
warpath was how a man attained his social stand-
ing. Success in war was also how a man gained
advancement; war honours were public tokens of
courage and ability and, as such, were regarded as
a man’s credentials for tribal positions. Typically, a

man who had not been on a war party “bore no title and
was classified as a boy”.11

It was the ancient Greeks who changed the philo-
sophical premise, and introduced a sense of morality —
of higher purpose — to war. It was they who first
believed that combat ennobles the human spirit, and that
man’s highest values — courage, endurance, skill and
sacrifice — could be experienced only in armed conflict.
The consequent Greek notion of dying fearlessly, sword
in hand, facing the enemy, has been integral to the war-
rior’s self-image for most of recorded Western history. It
was Homer, writing in the eighth century BC, who first
articulated this concept of ‘heroic warfare’. His heroes,
especially those of the Iliad, constituted the ideal for
how men fought in war. While they are among the most
violent characters in Western literature, Hector, Achilles
and the others do their killing “under controlled circum-
stances, on neutral ground, away from women and chil-
dren, and according to a prescribed code of conduct.”12

In the Homeric view, the primary figure of history
was the warrior, and war itself was at the centre of
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human activity. In this philosophical environment,
Homer’s heroic archetypes etched themselves into first
Greek, then Roman concepts of war, and finally into our
own. It has to be said, however, that Rome’s legion-
naires were not warriors. They were soldiers — drilled,
disciplined and hierarchically organized — who fought
not for plunder but for regular pay.   

THE KNIGHT

F rom earliest times, Europe was a collection of tradi-
tional warrior societies. The ‘armies’ met and

defeated by the Romans consisted, as a rule, of all the
able men of a tribe or a people who fought as infantry:
on foot, with spear, sword and shield. But in the cen-
turies after the Roman decline (about AD 400), there
was a technological evolution, so that by the eighth and
ninth centuries, the only fighting man of any conse-
quence was the mounted warrior, the knight. 

At the time of the Norman Conquest in 1066,
knights were simply warriors trained to fight on horse-
back. They were essentially retainers, men at the serv-
ice of their lord for war or peace, and the conquered
English called them cnihtas, serving youths. The word
knight slowly changed its implications as the status of
the knight changed. As the tools of war evolved, so too
did the status of warrior. From being the obligation of
every able adult male, warrior status narrowed to
where it pertained only to an elite set off from other
men, as well as from women. Eventually, this produced
an aristocratic class that enjoyed an exclusive right to
bear arms. 

Like the Greeks and Trojans they admired,
medieval knights fought individually and
put their personal honour, fame and repu-
tation above all else. Knights could
slaughter the poorly armed infantry of the
day, but real combat — the combat that
mattered in the eyes of the participants —
was necessarily fought between equals, in
arms as well as class. Historian F.M.
Stenton has called the apprenticeship pre-
ceding knighthood the most significant
fact in the organization of feudal society.
Beginning at puberty, it usually involved
years of training among peers in the
household of a great lord. This fostered “a
corporate self-consciousness, a cosmopol-
itan fraternity of arms, confident in its
solidarity and revelling in its traditions.”13

Coupled to this was the strong influence
of a powerful and ubiquitous Church,
which so sanctioned and formalized
knighthood through religious ceremony
that it became almost indistinguishable
from the ecclesiastical orders of the
monasteries. Indeed, the military orders of
the twelfth century — the Templars, the
Knights of St. John, the Teutonic Knights
— were established in conscious imitation
of the monastic foundations. In the leg-
ends describing the heroes Parsifal and
Galahad, “priest and knight became indis-

tinguishable, equally dedicated, equally holy, the ideal
to which medieval Christendom aspired.”14

THE SAMURAI

I n Japan, the samurai began, and ended, the same way
as the knights. The word samurai derives from the

verb saburau, “to serve”, and was first applied to per-
sonal attendants who seem to have been little better than
domestic servants. It later came to refer to the class of
warriors who attended the provincial landowners in the
tenth and eleventh centuries. However populous the bat-
tlefield, the early samurai, like the knights, fought indi-
vidually against single opponents, ideally ones of com-
parable rank and merit.

Also like his European counterpart, the samurai
extended total loyalty to his immediate overlord while at
the same time looking to his own advantage. He fought
alone and engaged in personal heroics in order to
impress his lord and obtain as large a share as possible of
the rewards of victory. The relationship between the lord
and the samurai echoed the filial bond of the knight and
his lord, but was perhaps more extreme since it ranked
higher even than the bonds of family. Also like the
knight, the samurai’s extreme sense of his own worth
was fed by religion; in the samurai’s case, this was Zen
Buddhism. Under the influence of Zen, which places a
premium on discipline and self-control, samurai theo-
rists insisted that the true warrior must be constantly pre-
pared to make the ultimate sacrifice for his lord, without
a moment’s reflection or conscious consideration. 

The place of the samurai in Japanese society was
set, ironically, by the centuries-long peace imposed by
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the Tokugawa shogunate following the last samurai bat-
tle in 1615. Denied the martial activity that supposedly
justified their existence, the samurai began to look
inward, and became conscious both of themselves as a
class and of their role in Japanese history. They roman-
ticized the earlier samurai and, like the knights, sought
to codify ideals of behaviour. The result is bushido, or
the way of the bushi (another term for samurai). In this
later pacific age, samurai theorists did not have to test
their principles on a day-to-day basis in the rigours of
warfare and changing circumstances. So they could, in
S.R. Turnbull’s phrase, “sit back and enumerate the

virtues of the ideal warrior”.15 These were: bravery,
integrity, loyalty, frugality, stoicism and filial piety.

THE SOLDIER

E uropean chivalry expired in the Thirty Years’ War
(1618 to 1648), a conflict described by Michael

Howard as a degeneration into “universal, anarchic,
and self-perpetuating violence”.16 With the Treaty of
Westphalia in 1648, came both the rise of nation-states
and a virtually universal determination not to allow war
to descend into chaotic barbarity again.   

In a state, as opposed to a fiefdom, warfare is not a
social calling, but “an integrative and essential aspect of
central government activity”,17 and the invariable result
is the standing army, a military force directly responsi-
ble to and organized by the centre. This contributes
enormously to the centralization of political power by
securing to a single authority the monopoly over the
legitimate use of force. But a permanent institution to
secure and exercise the state’s monopoly on force can-
not be made up of independently minded warriors serv-
ing on their own terms out of social obligation. It can be
comprised only of hired professionals who are subordi-
nate to the state, and armies composed of just such pro-
fessionals began to appear in European states around
1700. These soldiers, servants of the state, were guaran-
teed regular employment, regular wages and career
prospects. Within the new armies, the old warrior elite

gave up the individual combat of the knight for the lead-
ership role of the officer. The ranks, however, were
filled by men of no social position whatsoever, and for
a very long time, voluntary enlistment was regarded as
a form of servility.   

As state armies developed, so too did gunpowder
weapons, which significantly altered both the way bat-
tles were fought and how the combatants behaved. If
guns were to do more damage to the enemy than to one’s
own troops, drill was needed — and, more than drill,
discipline. Feudal warriors had been utterly undisci-

plined, which had contributed enormously
to the savagery of the Thirty Years’ War.
The soldiers of the new armies were contin-
ually drilled and fiercely disciplined.  As
Michael Howard notes, however, martial
discipline was not a discovery but a redis-
covery. Eighteenth-century military leaders
scoured books of antiquity to learn how the
Greeks and Romans had organized and
deployed armies. Along the way, they redis-
covered the Stoic philosophers, “whose
teaching about self-control, self-abnega-
tion, and submission to authority provided
the necessary counterpart to the mechanism
of Roman military models, the spirit of
which alone would make them work.”18

Not surprisingly, European armies all
developed along more or less the same
lines, and became so balanced and similar
that, by the late eighteenth century, warfare
was hampered by a “persistent indecisive-
ness”.19 Battles often ended in draws. To

gain an offensive advantage, armies began to recruit
‘wild men’ from among the traditional warrior peoples.
Magyar light cavalrymen (hussars) were recruited from
Hungary, and hunters (jäger) from the mountains of
central Europe, along with Scottish highlanders, North
African zouaves and Nepalese gurkhas. Though no
more effective than other soldiers, such military char-
acters contributed colour and romance, both to eigh-
teenth and nineteenth century military exploits and to
our contemporary myths about the warrior. 

The French Revolution of 1789 saw the beginning
of mass armies, as the new republic resorted to general
conscription to defend itself. This combined with the
revolution’s own principle of egalitarianism to spread
throughout Europe the notion that military service made
a man more of a citizen, not less. While earlier common
soldiers had enjoyed no social status, in the
Revolutionary and post-Revolutionary armies, a uni-
form was a badge of full citizenship. Very soon, military
service came to be regarded in Europe as a necessary
training in civic virtue; that is, in preparing the citizen
to serve the state. On the other side of the same coin,
service to the nation came to be seen ultimately in terms
of military service — with the greatest national heroes
being those who made “the supreme sacrifice”.  So uni-
versal was this phenomenon that, by 1914, virtually
every fit European male of military age had a soldier’s
identity card among his personal papers. By July of that
year, some four million Europeans were in uniform, and
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at the end of August there were twenty million.20

Europe had virtually returned to the tribal concept of its
pre-Roman days, when every fit adult male was a war-
rior. The difference was that now every fit adult male
was a soldier: drilled, disciplined and subordinate to the
state. The same pattern of conscripted mass armies
would be repeated in 1939. 

THE MODERN WARRIOR

I f the two world wars saw the culmination of the
development of the soldier, they also saw, ironically,

the beginnings of the re-emergence of the warrior.
According to Michael Howard, a new kind of militarism
emerged during the First World War (and then matured
in the Second). This was based not on obedience to tra-
ditional authority, but on individual toughness, egali-
tarian group cohesion, and personal rather than class
leadership — all combined with a mastery of technolo-
gy. This was the spirit of the American, Canadian and
Australian armed forces. Found only in advanced
industrial societies, this new militarism “combined the
glamour of new technology with the promise of escape
from the drab confines of bourgeois morality into a
colourful and heroic world in which violence was
not only permissible but legitimized.”21 According to
Howard, it reached its apogee in Nazi Germany, but was
latent throughout the Western world, and to some extent
still is.   

Personifying the new militarism were the fighter
pilot, the panzer
leader, the commando,
and above all, the
paratrooper, that inter-
national symbol of
machismo. As Howard
says, “these are the
military archetypes
with which adventur-
ous adolescents identi-
fy,” since they provide
a far more dramatic
image of war than do
the “ p a t i e n t ,  i n v i s -
i b l e  navies, the
bureaucratized mass
armies, and the disci-
p l i n e d  …  b o m b e r
fleets”,22 whose actions
were actually decisive
in the Second World
War. Like the colour-
ful ‘wild men’ of an
earlier era, the pur-
pose of these arche-
types was to inject
‘warrior’ animation into
mass organizations.

The new warriors
were concentrated in
new ‘elite’ forces —
volunteer units with
“distinctive uniforms

or insignia, and traditions and customs that were fre-
quently highly synthetic”.23 Entrance into these units
was often through the surviving of an ordeal, a rite of
passage requiring tolerance of pain or danger.  Those
who passed gained a greatly enhanced sense of impor-
tance and achievement. 

Michael Ignatieff believes that the warrior’s honour
— that is, the honour codified in chivalry and bushido —
was “both a code of belonging and an ethic of responsi-
bility”. It required its adherents “to distinguish between
combatants and non-combatants, legitimate and illegit-
imate targets, moral and immoral weaponry, civilized
and barbarous usage in the treatment of prisoners and
of the wounded.”24 He concedes that observance was
often paid no more than lip-service, but maintains that
without such a mechanism of restraint war is “no
more than slaughter”.  In an important sense, however,
Ignatieff is wrong. It was not warriors who fought in a
regulated manner, but disciplined soldiers. It is this
distinction between them which is crucial. Ignatieff ’s
concept of honour was turned on its head by the paras,
the commandos,  and the other new warriors .  Roger
Beaumont contends that the use of ‘special forces’ is a
virtual acceptance that they are “outside the laws of
war and the limits of civility”.25 In the course of the
Second World War, he writes, most such units — US
Rangers, British Commandos, the Special Air Service,
US Marine Raiders and, of course, the paras — “were
expected to behave more like gangsters than sol-
diers”.26 Their role was not to seek out enemy combat
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soldiers nor force a decisive battle; their function was
the harassment of third-rate troops and civilians in the
rear areas. Like guerrilla bands or street gangs, ‘elite’
units often adopt strange customs and costumes unre-
lated to any specific purpose. “Just as guerrilla activi-
ties blend into the world of the gangster,” says
Beaumont, “some elite forces have assumed the posture
of virtual hoodlums.”27

The enduring popularity of this new version of the
warrior can be seen, in part, as a reaction against the
anonymity of the mass army and the utter meaningless-
ness of individual actions, either heroic or otherwise.
Richard Gabriel notes that: “the ability of modern
armies to deliver a combat punch has increased by at

least 600 percent since the end of the Second World
War. In both conventional and nuclear war, combat-
ants can no longer be reasonably expected to survive.”
He further states: “War has reached the point where
most human beings can no longer remain sane long
enough to produce any military outcome except col-
lective death.”28

As a counter to the anonymity of mass action and
mass death, the image of the new warrior returns violent
action to a human (and thus comprehensible) scale. We
have returned to the heroic warfare of Homer’s Greeks.
However, the greatest single factor influencing the
development of the modern warrior is not moral philos-
ophy nor even the demands of war — it is Hollywood.
Though the heroic characters created by Sylvester
Stallone, Steven Segal, Chuck Norris and others are

“superficial, nationalistic and abstract”, they are,
according to Heckler, “the primary models on which the
younger men of America [and the rest of the world]
project their fantasies of warriorhood.”29

One major reason this contrived warrior image is so
appealing, among civilians as well as military members,
is that Western society today has ambiguous and con-
flicting notions of masculinity. Today’s society offers no
simple, absolute and unimpeachable model of manhood
such as warrior societies offered. Indeed, says
University of Alberta philosopher Leon Craig, the
images of manliness are now myriad — everything from
“the muscle-bound caricature and bluster of macho man
to the fumbling wimp and the supersensitive househus-

band who has overcome his patriar-
chal prejudices.”30

There is a tension existing
between societal expectations and
psychological (and possibly bio-
logical) expectations. O’Connell
says: “The phenomenon of the
champion, the single, superbly
equipped warrior … asserts itself
throughout military history.
Despite a general willingness to
employ weapons in groups, man
has demonstrated a consistent pen-
chant for individual combat right
up to the present.”31

Those who doubt this will have
to explain the popularity and the
controversy of the recent film
Fight Club, which features disillu-
sioned young males voluntarily
engaging in bare-knuckle fist
fights. The film’s most forceful
character is Tyler Durden, for
whom modern Western men are
“the middle children of history”,
with neither a great war nor a great
depression to give meaning to their
lives. He creates a substitute in the
pseudo-war of Fight Club, saying:
“How much can you know about
yourself if you’ve never been in a

fight?  I don’t want to die without any scars.”32

Durden makes a good point, one which Heckler recasts
in somewhat less visceral terms: “It occurs to me that
part of being human is the longing, or perhaps even
need, for the experiences of courage, selflessness,
heroism, service and transcendence.”33

In his discussion of Homer’s notion of heroic war-
fare, O’Connell notes that the concept also emerged in
cultures untouched by Western ideas and, in fact,
remained the principal form of combat in some Eastern
cultures (notably that of Japan) long after it was
superceded in the West. “Evidently,” he concludes, “this
type of warfare gave vent to some very basic attitudes
and beliefs.”34 He believes that “even today, though
rationality and technology have captured the tangibles
of battle, Homer still marks its beat.”35 In other words,
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the drive to seek higher virtues through the personal
experience of combat — in short, to be a warrior —
remains as potent as ever.

SOLDIERS VERSUS WARRIORS

C onsciously or unconsciously, the Canadian and
American forces work to exploit this drive, prima-

rily among their army personnel. Both promote the
warrior image among all members, but actually confer
a recognized warrior status on their most dedicated
‘elites’. In Canada’s military, these are the paratroop-
ers and such offshoots as Joint Task Force 2, while in
the US Army they are the Green Berets of the Special
Forces. Heckler determined that Special Forces sol-
diers represent the closest approximation to “a living
warrior archetype in the US Army”.36 Believing that
“warriorship” is about “individuality, not homogene-
ity”,37 he writes that, “the factors of individualism,
non-conformity, the ability to make decisions on their
own, and the desire to be more than just the rank and
file, are the very qualities necessary to be part of the
Special Forces.”38 Most Canadian officers would want
to see these same qualities in their elite soldiers.
Unfortunately, these are precisely the attributes of the
traditional warrior, the knight and the samurai. They
are not the attributes of the soldier. 

Armies, and especially modern Western armies,
simply cannot accommodate real warriors, being too
bureaucratic, too subordinate and too career-oriented.
Not for a moment would the traditional warrior, the
knight or the samurai concur with any of these. In the
first place, no warrior would be bound by others’ rules
— even their own codes, in the case of the knight and
the samurai, developed in periods of decline rather
than ascendancy. In the second place, warriors dom-
inated their societies. They occupied the most cen-
tral and important position, and it was their values
that were cherished. They were, literally, the only
people who mattered. Members of Western mili-
taries do not dominate their societies. At best, they
are peripheral actors, and it is society’s values that
predominate, not the soldiers’. Finally, among real
warriors, being a warrior was not something a man
did for a living; it was not a ‘career’. It was some-
thing he was, every moment of every day, for life.  

The most fundamentally differentiating ele-
ment, however, is context. Only soldiers can exist in
a world of states and laws; warriors cannot. Real
warriors are possible only in a pre-state world where
individually applied force is the “final arbiter of
human affairs”.  This is the world of blood feuds,
vendettas, arbitrary justice and constant terror. As
well, only soldiers can exist in peacetime; warriors
must have war. Without war there is nothing to jus-
tify the warrior’s status, and without war there are no
indisputable means to create new warriors and perpetu-
ate the caste. 

Given the insurmountable dichotomy between sol-
diers and real warriors, armed forces that encourage
career-oriented soldiers to regard themselves as war-
riors risk creating within their structures a ‘warrior cul-

ture’ in the least desirable meaning of the phrase. Even
CFP 300 Canada’s Army is conscious of “the potential
for a rogue form of the military ethos to arise which is
divorced from responsibility and focused on erroneous
concepts of elitism and honour.”39 Ehrenreich sounds a
similar caution: 

Warriors do not come automatically to a tran-
scendent, or religious, sense of their occupa-
tion, anymore than do professional chefs or ath-
letes. The only traits universally valued in
fighting men are courage and loyalty to one’s
band or leader, and these values they share with
street gangs and organized-crime syndicates.40

Michael Ignatieff believes in the value of soldiers.
“However paradoxical it may sound,” he writes, “the …
armies of the nation-state remain the only viable institu-
tions we have ever developed with the capacity to con-
trol and channel large-scale human violence.”41 John
Keegan states: “A world without armies — disciplined,
obedient, and law-abiding armies — would be uninhab-
itable, and without their existence mankind would have
to reconcile itself either to life at a primitive level … or
to lawless chaos of masses warring, Hobbesian fashion,
‘all against all.’ ”42 What the Canadian and American
militaries have yet to realize is that warriors (however
they qualify the term) have no place in these armies;
indeed, they are anathema. In the end, only soldiers are
society’s true defenders. Warriors have too personal a
stake in chaos and war — a fact intimated by the truism
that no real warrior wants to die in bed. 
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